Dichroic glass for a play of colours that
is simply extraordinary
Decorative and artistic applications

ipadecor R composite glass lends interior spaces an
unimagined depth and opens up completely new
perspectives for interior design. Depending on the
observer’s viewing angle, different and changing
colours are reflected and perceived.
The creative possibilities are virtually unlimited; the
space inside a room can be experienced in exciting
new ways.

Playing with interior space

Virtually unlimited combination possibilities

The effects are as simple as they are stunning. Interior space,
viewed through ipadecor R dichroic composite glass, changes in
terms of colour, depth, and contrast - in much the same way as
through polarizing sunglasses. As the observer changes position
so the view changes too; the effect can be highly creative.

ipadecor R dichroic glass can be used in many different ways;
it blocks out virtually all UV radiation. It can be used in combination with various coloured films to achieve unusual and unique
dichroic colour effects.

ipadecor R thus turns glass - in a simple, purist, and direct way into a defining structural element in its own right, meeting the
most demanding aesthetic requirements and lending interior
space an utterly unique tone.

ipadecor R is ideally suited, for example, for all types of decorative and artistic applications - as a room partition, for lamp
facing, or as door panelling.

Features:
This material is available in several variants
• It can be further processed as laminated glass
• It is UV-stable; it blocks out virtually all UV radiation
• The geometric form can be freely selected
• Various dichroic colour effects can be achieved
Technical data:
• Laminated glass structures from 8/2 to 24/2
• Available as float glass / toughened safety glass /
heat strengthened glass
• 1400 mm (width) x 4000 mm (maximum length)
• Weight up to maximum 120 kg
Product variants:
• Laminated glass only
• Other applications available on request
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